
Lecture 6: Scaling relations
and their evolution

We will now move away from models of galaxy
formation and models in general (at least un-
til we come to semi-analytic models at the
end of the course) and start focussing on
what we can learn about the evolution of
galaxies from observations.

In this lecture, we’ll begin with observations
of three “scaling relations,” their derivatives,
and their observed evolution.

• Color-magnitude relations of galaxies

• The Fundamental Plane of galaxies and
its projections: the Faber-Jackson
relation, Dn–σ, and the Kormendy
relation

• The Tully-Fisher relationship for disk
galaxies

We will come back to another relation, the
Mg–σ relation, in the next lecture.
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Color-magnitude relations of galaxies

The oldest of the three scaling relations, the

color-magnitude relation reflects primarily dif-

ferences in stellar populations (colors) of galax-

ies of different mass (magnitude, through

the Faber-Jackson relation), with some other

factors thrown in (on-going star formation or

dust).

The color-magnitude diagrams of the Virgo and Coma clusters in
UV K, from Bower, Lucey & Ellis (1992). Circles are ellipticals,
triangles are S0s, and early-type spirals are stars.
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By examining colors and (photometrically de-

termined) metal-line strengths of early-type

galaxies as a function of magnitude (and some

cool statistical analysis), Faber (1973) de-

cided that the colors of early-type galaxies

constitute a single-parameter family, in which

the controlling parameter is the mass. In the

original view, the colors are driven by metal-

licity which in turn is driven by mass.

However, by 1977, Faber was unsure that

metallicity was the entire story, as age can

also affect the colors.
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Visvanathan & Sandage (1977) and Sandage

& Visvanathan (1978a,b) picked up on the

close correlation between color and magni-

tude in early-type galaxies and attempted to

use the color-magnitude relation to calibrate

the brightness of early-type galaxies as a stan-

dard candle:
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Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell (1980) reanalyzed

S&V’s data and found distinct differences be-

tween ellipticals and S0s and between field

and cluster galaxies, in both the scatter and

zeropoints of the relations:

They ascribe these differences to metallicity

differences within the elliptical sample but to

age differences between ellipticals and S0s.
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Bower, Lucey & Ellis (1992a,b) made a heroic

effort to measure the U−V , V −K, and J−K

colors of early-type galaxies in the Coma and

Virgo clusters and interpreted these colors

using stellar population models. Assuming

a single metallicity for all galaxies at each

magnitude along the CMR, they claimed that

the tightness (small scatter) in the CMR—

σ(U − V ) = 0.035 for Coma—required well-

synchronized star formation histories for early-

type (cluster) galaxies. Either (a) all cluster

ellipticals formed at high redshift or (b) any

subsequent star formation was well-timed or

(c) at later bursts involved < 10% of the to-

tal, present-day stellar mass (actually a rea-

sonable estimate based on my analyses of the

stellar populations of early-type galaxies, as

we’ll see in a coming lecture).
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In fact, Dan Kelson & I have repeated the

Bower et al. experiment for a compact group

of galaxies and found the scatter in the lower-

density environment to be three times that

as in Virgo and Coma, significant much less

synchronization of the star formation epoch:

Left: U − V vs. V CMR for Virgo and Coma galaxies (Bower et
al. 1992b). Right: CMR for group members of Hickson Compact
Group 62 (Kelly, Kelson & Trager, in prep.).
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But the significant and surprising breakthrough

using the color-magnitude relation was the

discovery by Butcher & Oemler (1978) that

the CMR’s of clusters at z ∼ 0.4 were strik-

ingly different from local clusters.

Left: CL0024+1654 at z = 0.39. Right: The cluster around
3C295 at z = 0.46.
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This is now known as “the Butcher-Oemler

effect” and was quantified by Butcher & Oem-

ler (1984) as the fraction of galaxies more

than 0.2 mags (in rest-frame B−V ) redward

of the “red sequence” ridge line in the CMR.

This fraction fb evolves strongly with red-

shift:

The evolution of the Butcher-Oemler effect in rich clusters to
z ∼ 0.5 from Butcher & Oemler (1984).
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The underlying cause of the Butcher-Oemler

effect is still basically unknown, although it is

known from HST imaging that the galaxies

that make up the blue fraction are primar-

ily disk (i.e., spiral) and interacting galax-

ies. This is related to the evolution of the

morphology-density relationship, to which we’ll

return when we discuss mergers and morpho-

logical evolution.

The CMR as a function of morphological type at in MS1054-03
at z = 0.83 from van Dokkum et al. (2000).
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Returning to the early-type galaxies, the evo-

lution of the color-magnitude diagram should

be able to distinguish between age and metal-

licity. If the dominant driver of the slope of

the CMR is age and not metallicity, the slope

should evolve much more quickly and galaxies

should “disappear” from the plane at higher

redshift. This test has now been performed

many times, but the most careful tests have

been by van Dokkum et al. (2000; see previ-

ous page) and by Ellis et al. (1997).

The color-magnitude diagrams of three clusters at z ≈ 0.55 from
Ellis et al. (1997). The dashed lines represent the Coma-Virgo
CMR projected to that redshift without evolution.
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Of course, it’s important to remember that

the zeropoint of the CMR evolves, so that it

is clear that the stellar populations of early-

type galaxies evolve, as we would hope.

Ellis et al. (1997) showed that the evolution

of the scatter in the CMR could be explained

most naturally by high-redshift formation of

early-type galaxies with varying metallicity along

the relation (but not within). This scatter in

the distant clusters is roughly twice that as

in Virgo and Coma:
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This still leaves the possibility that age and

metallicity somehow conspire to preserve the

tightness of the CMR at any given epoch, as

suggested by Worthey et al. (1995) for z = 0

and van Dokkum & Franx (2001) in a more

general evolutionary model; we’ll come back

to this a little later.
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The Fundamental Plane (and projections)

If elliptical galaxies are bodies in equilibrium

and also homologous system (that is, all ellip-

ticals have surface-brightness brightness pro-

files with the same shape and the same veloc-

ity dispersion profiles), then the Virial Theo-

rem says that

K = −1

2
W,

so

1

2
Mv2 =

GM2

2R

and therefore

M =
v2R

G
,

where M is the mass of the system and v and

R are the characteristic velocity and radius of

the system (ignoring small effects due to the

precise structure of the objects).
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Writing this in terms of the mass surface den-

sity η, we find

η =
M

R2
=

v2

GR

We can’t observe the mass surface density,

but we can observe the luminosity surface

density, which is just the surface brightness:

I ≈ η

(
M

L

)−1
,

assuming a roughly constant mass-to-light

ratio for the galaxy. Then we find

I ≈ v2

GR(M/L)
. (1)

This is the basic Virial Plane equation. We

can observe I, R, and v, but we can’t directly

observe M/L.
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Therefore, we have one equation between the

three observables I, R, and v, which means

we have a plane in this three-space, if M/L

is well-behaved. Let’s rewrite this equation

a little:

re ∝
(

M

L

)−1
σ2
0I−1

e (2)

where the constants of proportionality de-

pend on the details of the galaxy’s structure.

That early-type galaxies actually fall onto a

plane that is very near the Virial Plane was

discovered originally for the cores of ellipti-

cals by Lauer (1985) and simultaneously for

the global properties of early-type galaxies by

Djorgovski & Davis (1987) and Dressler et

al. (1987). The fact that these two relations

(core and global) are almost identical (Faber

et al. 1987) implies that M/L is (nearly) con-

stant through the luminous part of ellipti-

cals and therefore dark matter is unimportant

within re.
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So what do real early-type galaxies look like

in this space?

Two views of the Fundamental Plane of early-type galaxies in
nearby clusters, from Jørgensen, Franx & Kjærgaard (1996).
Top: the face-on view of the plane. Bottom: the “long edge”
of the plane. Boxes are ellipticals, triangles are S0s.
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The best local estimates of the parameters

of the Fundamental Plane to date come from

Jørgensen, Franx & Kjærgaard (1996), who

studied the properties of more than 200 early-

type galaxies in 10 nearby clusters. They

found

re ∝ σ1.24±0.07
0 〈I〉−0.82±0.02

e (3)

This means the the Fundamental Plane is

not the Virial Plane, because the exponents

aren’t 2 and −1. In fact, we find that by as-

suming that M/L varies in a systematic way

along the plane, we find from the JFK96 FP

that
M

Lr
∝ L0.31

r 〈I〉0.02
e .

In the B-band, this becomes

M

LB
∝ L0.25

B (4)
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Bender, Burstein & Faber (1992) suggested

that a rotation of the observational space

onto a space (M, M/L, (M/L)I3 in which phys-

ical processes can be examined. Specifically,

they defined a “κ-space” as follows:

κ1 ≡ (logσ2
0 + log re)/

√
2 ∝ logM

κ2 ≡ (logσ2
0 + 2 log Ie − log re)/

√
6 ∝ log(M/L)I3

e

κ3 ≡ (logσ2
0 − log Ie − log re)/

√
3 ∝ log(M/L)
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The slope of the plane, the dispersion around

the plane, and the distribution of galaxies

within the plane can therefore be examined

based on mass, mass-to-light ratios, and sur-

face brightness:

In the left panel, we can see the effect of

M/L on the Virial Plane. On the right, we see

the effects of several process: tidal stripping,

dissipation, merging, galactic winds, and ram

pressure stripping by hot gas. Clearly, many

processes affect the distribution of galaxies

within the FP. Note that orientiation effects

move galaxies parallel to the plane, but do

not broaden it.
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The existence and tilt of the FP/VP is only

slightly related to the process of galaxy for-

mation and evolution, through the relation

of M/L to (I, R, σ). It’s where the galaxies

stop within the FP that tells us about galaxy

formation and evolution. Consider our col-

lapsing sphere from earlier lectures. As the

sphere collapses, Mbaryon ∼ constant, so

v2
orbital ∼

GM

R
.

So what stops the collapse? Why do galaxies

have the radii that they do? The FP shows

that the final radii of galaxies are controlled

by their masses to a factor of about 2, even

though the range in mass is a factor of ∼ 100

for giant ellipticals.
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So some projections of the FP:

Faber-Jackson relation One edge-on pro-

jection of the FP is σ vs. L; from our

earlier equations, we find that σ ∝ L1/4

or

L ∝ σ4

(Faber & Jackson 1976).
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Dn–σ This is an even more edge-on view of

the FP. Dn is the radius at which the

mean surface brightness is some fixed value

(〈µB〉 = 20.75 mag/arcsec2). This means

that Dn is effectively the product of lu-

minosity and some power of the surface

brightness and therefore is the combina-

tion of two parameters. This means that

Dn–σ will be a tighter correlation than

Faber-Jackson:

Left: Faber-Jackson relation for Coma and Virgo. Right:
Dn–σ for Coma and Virgo. From Dressler et al. (1987).
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Kormendy relation This is a “short-edge”

view of the FP, the correlation between

re and Ie:

The core parameter relations for various stellar systems
from Kormendy (1985). The “Kormendy relation” is the
upper left panel. Circles are ellipticals (filled) and bulges
(open). Dots are globular clusers. Squares and crosses are
dwarf galaxies.
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We’ll come to the evolution of the Funda-

mental Plane and the Tully-Fisher relation in

the next lecture.
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